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Maria Lau
Re: Destination Valentine!!!

Hi Maria
We've been internet connectionless! Starhub will finally fix the problem today after 2 weeks. Hope 2009 has
been treating you ok thus far.
Here's the testimonial I promised
"As a relative easy going bride-to-be, I was caught off guard by the avalanche of jitters that surfaced within
me a week into the wedding. The table arrangements, last minute changes etc. Thoughts such as 'what ifs'
followed including various negative scenarios but thank God Maria was there to be on top of matters, liase
with our vendors and ensure everything went through seamlessly. She handled every last minute surprise
calmly and with grace and ironed out things for us so that we can enjoy our special day. Most of all, she was
always encouraging and assuring throughout the months of working with her.
Apart from her impeccable coordination skills which other wedding planners can claim to boast about as
well, what really stood out about her was that she never flinched when surprises occur. She took everything
in cool grace and in her stride and that gave me an assurance that everything will pan out well. I hardy ever
remember her without her trademark smile, no matter how stressful it got.
Also, as 'commander in chief' of the wedding team, she was a gracious and kind leader and team player to
my helpers who were also my best friends and family. I adore the fact that she won their respect and
managed to 'round them up' well despite being a very diverse group. Having heard and experienced horror
stories were wedding helpers were made to feel like 2nd class citizens by the wedding planner, I was so
happy that my friends felt like VIPS instead, exactly what I wanted.
There is an endless list of attributes and deeds by Maria that my husband and I deeply cherish and
appreciate but words would not suffice. I fully endorse her service towards us and thank God I was led to
choosing Wedding Acts to plan my special day''.
best
Xinying
2009/1/15 Maria Lau <maria@weddingacts.com>
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